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Why the interest in
honeybees? Many of us have
marvelled at the ability of
honeybees to find an attractive
flower patch, miles away from
their hive, and to return to it
repeatedly with unerring
accuracy. 
How do they do this with a
brain smaller than a sesame
seed? We don’t know all the
answers yet, but bees seem to be
able to estimate the distance to a
food source, gauge the direction
in which to fly to reach it, and
convey this information to their
nestmates, so that they can
forage from it, too, and thus
collectively build up the colony’s
food reserves. 
How do bees estimate
distance flown? It appears that
they use one or both of the
following cues. The first comes
from measuring the amount of
energy consumed when they fly
to the destination by the
reduction in the volume of their
nectar-laden stomachs; the
greater the energy consumed, the
further the distance. And the
second comes from measuring
how much the image of the world
appears to move in the eye as
they fly to the destination; the
greater the extent of image
motion, the further the distance.
How do bees gauge flight
direction? They use the sun as a
compass. Even if the sun is
hidden by a cloud, bees can
continue to steer correctly by
inferring the sun’s position from
the pattern of polarised light that
it creates in a patch of clear sky.
This polarised-light pattern is
visible to them but not to us,
unless we view the sky through
polaroid sunglasses. Bees are
also able to compensate for the
daily movement of the sun across
the sky by using information from
an internal biological clock.
How does a ‘scout’ bee recruit
her nestmates to visit a newly
discovered flower patch? Upon
returning to the hive, the scout
performs a ‘waggle’ dance on the
vertical surface of the
honeycomb. This dance consists
of a series of alternating left-hand
and right-hand loops,
interspersed by a segment in
which she waggles her abdomen
from side to side. The duration of
this waggle phase is a measure of
the distance to the food, and the
angle between the axis of this
waggle segment and the vertical
represents the azimuthal angle
between the sun and the
direction in which the recruit
should fly to find the target. Thus,
the dance conveys the position of
the food source relative to the
hive in polar co-ordinates. 
Do any other cues aid
honeybee navigation? A bee
that has visited a promising
flower patch a few times will
rapidly learn the colour, shape
and fragrance of the flowers, and
use these cues to home in on
them on return visits. Bees have
excellent trichromatic colour
vision, featuring three types of
photoreceptor which are
maximally sensitive to the
ultraviolet, blue and green
wavelengths of light, respectively.
Honeybees rival humans in their
ability to discriminate subtle
colour differences. Bees that
repeatedly visit a given flower
patch also learn to use prominent
landmarks, if there are any
present, as navigational aids. For
example, a landmark could be
used as a beacon that guides
that bee toward her destination.
Landmarks can also function as
checkpoints along the route.
Thus a bee can learn, for
example, that the shortest route
to the goal is to fly to the left of
landmark A, and to the right of
landmark B. There is also some
evidence that bees can ‘count’
prominent landmarks that they
encounter en route to the food.
Finally, honeybees probably use
memorised visual ‘snapshots’ of
the surrounding environment at
the destination, to help them to
return to the same spot,
repeatedly and reliably.
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Honeybees use the ‘waggle dance’ to communicate the distance and direction of an
attractive food source to nestmates. (Adapted from Honeybee Ecology, T. Seeley,
Princeton University Press, 1985, and The Honey Bee, J.L. Gould and C.G. Gould,
Scientific American Library, 1988.)
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